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GONDOLA BAYS  A free-standing unit that allows shelving on both sides. They are ideal for creating centre-aisle shelving. 

When used with end bays they create island shelving that allow products to be merchandised at both ends.

Single Run End bay

Step 1: Choose your colour.
Bay colours available:

Step 2: Choose Wall or Gondola Bays.
Choose either single-sided wall bays or double-sided gondola bays. Either can be a single bay, or multiple bays side-by-side 

to form a ‘run’.

WALL BAYS  These units must be sited next to a suitable wall. They are ideal for wall perimeter shelving when used with 

corner units or as a single run against a wall. They complement the gondola bays for a complete retail solution. 

Retail shelving bays offer a modular and flexible solution to displaying products. Please use our 
buying guide below to help determine your requirements.

Single Run

RAL 9001 - Jura White RAL 9006 - Silver
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Step 4: Choose quantity and depth of your upper shelves.

Step 3: Choose the height, width and base depth.

Gondola Unit

Upright Upright

Shelf ShelfBracket Bracket

Base leg Base leg

Wall Unit

Step 5: Don’t forget to finish bays with an end of run.
Each wall bay is supplied with 1 x upright and 1 x base leg.

To complete your single wall bay or run of wall bays you will require an 

additional upright and base leg which is known as an ‘End of Run’. 

Each gondola bay is supplied with 1 x upright and 2 x base legs.

To complete your single gondola bay or run of gondola bays you will 

require an additional upright and 2 x base legs, known as a gondola 

‘End of Run’.

N.B. End bays come supplied with 2 x uprights and 2 x base legs.

Available Shelf Depths 200mm 300mm 370mm 470mm 570mm

Available Upright Heights 1200 mm 1400 mm 1600 mm 1800 mm 2000 mm 2100 mm 2200 mm 2400 mm

Available Bay Widths 500 mm 665 mm 800 mm 1000 mm 1250 mm

Available Base Depths 200 mm 300 mm 370 mm 470 mm 570 mm

Gondola cover

Back panel Back panel
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Plain

Kick Plinths

Wire Dividers and Risers

EPOS Tickets

Acrylic Dividers and Risers

Perforated
For use with pegboard accessories

Slatted
For use with slatwall accessories

Step 6: Choose which back panels you require

Step 7: Choose any additional accessories

Step 8: Use our quotation sheet to work out what you need, then email us your requirements 
or call us for a quote.
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